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ABSTRACT

Inventory situations do exist where the shape of the lead time demand
distribution (LTD) is important, yet its identification with only limited
data is difficult. This paper compares the costs effects of modelling the
LTD in a continuous-review (s,Q) inventory model, by using several
parametric approximations against a so-called kernel density
approximation. In a simulation study it is shown that the proposed kernel
density approach, with a local varying band width, holds promising

results. Cost differences between several parametric approximations and
the kernel density approach can be shown to be in favour to the last

approach, especially in situations where the service level ís high and the
LTD has certain pecularities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In analysing inventory systems several authors (c.f. Hadley and
Whitin (1963), Wagner (1975), Hax and Candea (1984), Silver and Peteraon
(1985), Bartmann and Beckmann (1989), and others) use well-known
parametric LTD distributions, such as normal, gamma, lognormal, Poisaon.
During the last years several research papers have been concerned with the
choice of the LTD. LTD can be considered a single random variable or a
combination of two or three variables. Typical decompositions employ LTD
as a product of demand per unit time and lead time (c.f. Carlson (1982)),
or as the product of three variables: order intensity, order size and lead
time (c.f. Bagchi et al. (1984)). In this research we are concerned with
approximations of the LTD distribution with data sets which are not very
old, because average demand is likely to change gradually over time and
consequently relevant sample sizes are usually small. Most papers use
parametric approaches such as a gamma distribution (c.f. Moonen (1962),
Burgin (1972), Das(1976)), a lognormal distribution (Beckmann and Bobkoski
(1958), Tadikamalla (1979)), a Schmeiser-Deutsch (SD) distribution (Kottas
and Lau (1979a),(1979b),(1980), Heuts et al. (1986)) and other
distributions. Since, with small data sets, it is difficult to reject a
null hypothesis of any of the above standard LTD distributions, it is
interesting to study a non-parametric approach, which means distribution-
free. Choosing the wrong theoretical distribution is a likely event, which
may have considerable cost consequences (c.f. Tadikamalla (1984)).
Bookbinder and Lordahl (1989) consider a bootstrap approach for the
estimation of fractiles of the LTD distribution. In our study it is much
more obvious to use a so-called kernel-density approach as this approach
yields an estimate of the LTD distribution while jackknife or bootstrap
techniques mostly are used to estimate parameters of a distribution. The
inventory model which we describe below needs information of the complete
distributíon function. Before going into details, we shall first briefly
summarize the type of inventory system for which we did the analysis. We
shall be concerned exclusively with (s,Q) policies defined as follows: The
total available on-hand plua on-order inventory minua the back-orders
(called the inventory position) is monitorized. When it reachea the
reorder point s a batch of size Q is ordered from the replenishment
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source. It should be noted that we are going to analyse an (s,Q)-system
where the objective is to minimize expected average cost per unit of time
(see Wagner (i975) for a thorough analysis) and where s and Q are
simultaneously optimized, as there is interaction between them.
Notation:
a) F(q) (f(q)): The cumulative (probability) distribution of demand

during the lead time L;
b) M: Expected demand per time unit;
c) L: Expected lead time;
d) h: Inventory holding cost per unit per unit of time;
e) p: Backlogging cost per unit short juet before a replishment order

arrives;
f) ktcQ: ordering cost per order.

It is well-known (c.f. Wagner (19~5)) that the expected average cost per
unit of time is approximately equal to:

E(AC) - kM~Q t cM t h(Q~2 - ML t s) t(hQm~~Q)J ( q - s)dF(q), (1)
s

where
Qm~ - M(hL~2 t ~)~h.

It should be noted that also other aproximations are used for the cost
function for the continuous-review (s,Q)-model with back orders (see, e.g.
Johnson and Montgomery (1974), Hadley and Whitin (1963)).

Partially differentiating E(AC) with respect to Q setting the
derivative equal to zero, gives the formula:

(~ 1~2
Q(s)-{Z~~~h t Qm~J (q-s)dF(9)~} . (2)

s

and, analogously with respect to s(when F-1(p) exists):

s(Q) - F -1(1 - Q~Qm~). (3)

For a discrete demand distríbution it can be shown that the optimal s~0
(given Q) is the smallest integer such that

F(s)~1-QQ .
max

(4)
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. .
Using (2) and (3) iteratively, the optimal values s and Q are determined
in the following way:

step 1: k:-0: QO:- (2kMIh)1I2; s-1-0;

step 2: determine s-sk from (3) with Q-Qk;

step 3: if sk-sk-1
r r

then s :-sk; Q :-Qk; stop

else k:-kt1; Qk is determined from (2) with s-sk-1; go to step 2.

Sufficient conditions for convergence are:

a) Q(0)-(2MkIh f 2Qm~ML)lI2CQm~ or p~hLl2t((hML)2}2Mkh)lI2)IM-H(0).

b) expression (3) decreases monotonically in Q;
c) s(Q(0)))0 and Q0~0;

d) expression (2) decreases monotonically in s.

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE

Fígure 1 provides an illustration of the sufficient conditions for
convergence and of the first iterative steps. CPU-time and ease of
computation of the iterative procedure to determine the optimal values
w w

s and Q clearly depends on the ease of computation of the expected
backlogging integral

BI(s) - J (q-s)dF(q)
s (5)

and the inverse of the cumulative distribution function F-1(p). Fortuin
(1980) and Tadikamalla (1984) summarize (5) for Gaussian, logistic, gamma,
lognormal and Weibull density functions.

2. POSSIBLE STRATEGIES IN APPROXIMATING THE LTD DISTRIBUTION

Generally speaking we can think of the following strategies for the
determination of an approximation of the LTD distribution.
- The "stick-to-one" strategy: always using the same distribution type

(e.g. the gamma distribution);
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- The "best-fit" strategy: choosing from e set of possible distributiona
the one which provides the best fit to the empirical data;

- The "empirical" strategy: using the empirical distribution itself,
provided that sufficient individual observations are available;

- The "kernel" strategy: using a non-parametric (kernel) density estimate,
i.e. a smoothed, continuous density which is very close to the shape of
a histogram of the empirical data.

Tadikamalla (1984) suggests that always using the same theoretical
distribution can have serious cost consequences. Apart from that there are
several arguments against theoretical distributions. Starting with the
gamma we can think of three arguments:
(1) The gamma distribution is completely characterized by its first two

moments and its skewness is fixed by those moments, which is
undesirable in inventory modelling from a flexibility point of view.

(2) Lewis et al. (1985) have shown that for a shape parameter which is
relatively large, both the moment and maximum likelihood estimators

have positive skewness and kurtosis for small sample sizes and both
estimators are quite biased.

(3) Thick-tailness or bi-modality in the LTD distribution cannot be
approximated in the right way by using a gamma distribution.

The first and third arguments pertain to hold for the lognormal
distribution. Moreover, using the method of moments instead of the maximum
likelihood method for parameter estimation may have considerable cost
consequencies in inventory models (see appendix B). The SD distribution
has more flexibility since it is a four parameter distribution. However,
it should be noted that:
(1) Estimation of the parameters by the method of moments is a complex

numerical procedure.
(2) Certain peculiarities such as bi-modality cannot be described

properly.
(3) The estimated parameters can be such that the lower bound of the LTD

distribution is negative.
Using the best-fit strategy instead of the "stick-to-one" strategy should
be better provided the set of possible distributions is sufficiently
broad. However, using it as a standard procedure requires much more CPU-

time than the stick-to-one strategy. Furthermore, it needs a smart
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criterion which can be used to select the most suitable distribution.
Classical goodness-of-fit test statistics such as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test statistic employ the complete region of definition, while in most
inventory situations with a high service level, only the right part of the
LTD distributions matters. This procedure has the risk that a the general
fit may be reasonable although the fit wi.th respect to the right tail is
bad, which may have serious effects on costs. Thus we do not consider the
best-fit strategy in this study further. Considering the empirical
strategy as an alternative is based on the idea that the empirical data
are 'closer' to the theoretical distribution than a fitted distribution,

in general. Moreover, all expressions are simply to evaluate. A drawback,
however, emerge from the discrete character of the empirical density
function, which is increasingly inconvenient when the number of empirical
data gets smaller. Limited simulation results (not given) confirm this

fenomenon. A properly chosen kernel estimator is better than the usual
empirical estimator with respect to relative deficiency (c.f. Reiss

(1981)). Thus, we studied the kernel strategy which possibly unifies the
advantages of the second and the third strategy.

3. KERNEL DENSITY ESTIMATES

A short introduction to kernel density estimation will be given (c.f.
Silverman (1986)). It will be assumed that we have a sample of n real
observations X1,...,Xn whose underlying density is to be estimated. The

n
symbol f will be used to denote whatever density estimator is currently
being considered. From f(x) - lim P(x-h~XCxth)~(2h) follows that a

h~0

natural (naive) estimator is obtained by

f(x) - (~ Xi falling in (x-h,xth))~(2hn)

or:
~ ~ ~f(x) - Einl w((x-Xi)~h)~(nh), where w(x) - 0 2 otherwise '

The naive estimator is constructed by placing a'box' of width 2h and
height 1~(2hn) on each observation and then summing to obtain the
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estimate. This idea can be generalized by replacing the weight function w
by a kerneZ functton K which satisfies the condition

I K(x)dx - 1.

Usually, but not always, K will be a symmetric probability density
function, the normal density, for instance. The kernel estimator with
kernel K is defined by

f(x) - Finl K((x-Xi)Ih)I(nh). (6)
where h is the mfndor.i midth, also called the smoothing parameter or band

~idth. It should be noted that if h is chosen too small then spurious fíne
structure becomes visible, while if h is too large then important density
features, like multimodality, can be obscured. Provided the kernel is a
probability density function it will follow at once from the definition

that f will itself be a probability density function. Furthermore, f will
inherit all the continuity and differentiability properties of the kernel
K. When the window width is fixed across the entire sample, the kernel
estimator suffers from a slight drawback when applied to data from
distributions with peculiarities such as having a long tail or being
multimodal. In order to prevent that such peculiarities disappear while
they could be important in this study, we used a variable window width
resulting in

f(x) - Einl K((x-X(i))Ihi)I(nhi). (7)
where we let hi depend on the local variation in the sample. For the

evaluation of (6) very efficient procedures are available which use the
fact that the kernel estimate is a convolution of the data with the
kernel. Fast Fourier transforms perform the convolution (see Monro (1976),
Silverman (1982), and Jones and Lotwick (1984)) very quickly. However,
these procedures require a fixed window width and equidistant evaluation

npoints for f(x). As far as we know no fast procedures are available for
(7), so we calculated (7) by direct use (see appendix A).
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4. EXPECTED BACKLOGGING INTEGRAL AND INVERSE OF CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION
FOR THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED

For the determination of the optimal values of s and Q in a certain
case, we have to evaluate formulae (2) and (3)`repeatedly. Most Formulae
are not available in closed form and we have to use approximation methods
to evaluate them. As we are interested in a valid comparison of the
various alternative strategies we only use numerical methods which are
very precise in this study and do not worry too much about the
effectiveness of the methods. Useful approximations to the distribution of
sales to many products are: lognormal distribution (see e.g. Beckmann and
Bobkoski {1958), Tadikamalla ( 1979)), gamma distribution ( see e.g. Moonen
(1962), Burgin (19~2), Das (19~6)), SD distribution (see e.g. Kottas and
Lau (1979a, 1979b, 1980), Heuts et al. ( 1986)). We summarize the
probability density function (f(q)), the cumulative distribution ( F(q)),

the inverse cumulative distribution ( F-1(p)), and the backlogging integral
(BI(s)) for the gamma, lognormal, SD distribution, and for a general
discrete distribution. We do not use the normal and logiatic distribution
because the probability that qC0 is too large to be ignored when the
coefficient of variation is large ( c.f. Tadikamalla (1984)).

1) Gamma distribution with parameters a)0 and p)0.

f (qla.P) - Íq~a)P-leXpÍ-9~a)~ q~0.ó a r(P)
F~(qla,p): see Bhattacharjee (1970), and Rice and Das (1985).

F~1(pla,p): iteratively from Fy(qla,p).

BIy(sla,P) - aPCl-F~(sla,Ptl)] - s[1-F~(sla,P)], c.f. Fortuin (1980)

and Tadikamalla (1984).
2) Lognormal distribution with parameters a and b)0.

fl(qla,b) - bq~ exP(- 12(log9-g)2)~ q~0.
2b

FZ(qla.b) - FN((Iog(q)-a)~b), 9)0.

FZ1(Pla,b) - exP(atbFNl(P)), O~p~l.
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BIZ(sla,b)) - exp(a~b2~2)11-FN(l~b a- b)1 - s11-FN(lo b-a)~~ c.f.

Fortuin (1980) and Tadikamlalla (1984). FN and FNIl are the standard
normal cumulative and inverse cumulative distribution and obtained
with procedures S15ABF and GOICEF, respectively, of the library of
the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG).

3) Distribution according to Schmeiser and Deutsch ( 19~7) with parameters
~1, ~2)0. ~3~o and o(~~(i.

J~ -q (1-a )~~ ~ ~
fSD(9I~1.~2.~3,A4) -~~~3 I~2 I 3 3, ~1-~2~4 3~qC~lt~2(1-A4) 3

(I9-~lIl 1,~3
FSD(9I~1,~2,~3,~4) - SiB'n(9-~1)j ~ 1 . t~4.

l 2
a

FSD(PI~1.~2.~3.~4) - alt a2siSn(P-~4)(IP-~4I) 3.

~ r s-a 1~~ tl lta 1
BISD(sla1.~2,~3.a4) - 1t~3{~3 I~21 3 t(1-~4) 31 -(1-~4)(s-A1).

c.f. Kottas and Lau (1979a.111979b and 1980). Note thatJJonly Kottas and
Lau (19~9b) contains this expression without typing errors.

4) A general discrete distribution f for which values are known at points
xi, i-1,...,m (xi~xj, for i~j).

F(xi) - ijilf(xj)tj, where t1- x2-xl, tj- (xjtl-xj-1)~2. j-2,...,m-1,

and t - x -xm m m-1'

F-1(p)-xi, where i is the smallest integer with F(xi)~p. This

definition of F-1(p) justifies the systematic overestimation of the
cumulative distribution at xi by F(xi).

BI(s) - ï.m ( x.-s)f(x.)t., where i ís the smallest integer withJ-i J J J
x.~s.1
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5. THE SETUP OF A MONTE CARLO STUDY

It is stressed that no Monte Carlo study can prove that a particular
strategy is generally the best. We investigated a number of cases (i.e.
four different LTD distributions), for which in advance a particular
strategy is favourable and describe for each case the behaviour of the
following four strategies used in the Monte Carlo study: (1) always fit a
lognormal distribution, (2) always fit an SD distribution, (3) always fit
a gamma distribution and (4) always use a specific kernel density

estimate.

INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE.

Four different LTD distributions are used in the Monte Carlo study:
(a),(b)

Two (discrete) distributions, each obtained by combining two samples

from different normal distributions disregarding the negative values;

the first distribution is unimodal with a thick right tail (H-14101,

a-7642), while the second is bimodal (N-15o43,0-6241). See figure 2

for a graphical representation of these cases.
(c) The lognormal distribution with parameters a-9.5 and b-o.5 (u-15139.

d-8068 )
(d) The SD distribution with parameters ~1-11000, ~2-~0000, ~3-2.5 and

a4-0.35 (u-14921, 0-6908).
We have studied a case (e) where the LTD was gamma distributed with
parameters a-33oo and p-4.5 (u-14850, 0-7000), but we will omit to present
the corresponding simulation results here, as they were very similar to
those of the lognormal case. Bimodal distributions would occur if an items
LTD distribution were generated by two distinct customer classes with
significantly different mean demands. In cases (a) and (b) we expect
strategy (4) to be favourable since the LTD distributions in these cases
have properties which cannot be described properly by the other
strategies. In cases (c) and (d) we expect strategy (1) and (2) to be

favourable, respectively. The optimal s and Q in a case is denoted by s
.

.
and Q, respectively. E(AC) denotes the corresponding expected average
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w
cost per unit of time and F(s ) denotes the service level, where F is the
cumulative distribution function of the LTD. Then, for each case, 200
samples of size 50 (and 30, results are similar but not given) are

ngenerated. Let si~ and Qi~ denote the optimal s and Q for sample j drawn

from the underlying LTD distribution and obtained with strategy i , and let

Êi~(AC) be the corresponding cost. Now we can investigate the properties

of each strategy for that case. We will do so for each case and for
varying values of the backlogging cost parameter ~()p(0)), such that we
obtain service levels between about 80 and 95X. The most critical
parameter of the inventory model, which is the ratio of the holding cost
and the backloggíng cost parameter is thus varied accordingly. The main
characteristic which we will investigate in the simulation study is:

MRB - T EiTl[Êi~(AC) - E(AC)~IE(AC), (8)

This statistic shows the mean relative bias in estimating the true cost
parameter of the model and is plotted against varying service levels for
each strategy (see figures 3a to 3d). Appendix A describes the setup of
the simulation study in further detail.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

Eigures 3a through 3d show the relationship between the mean relative
bias ( see equation ( 8)) and the service level for each case as calculated
by the simulation program. We describe the results with respect to the
four different cases below:
(a) and (b)

As expected, strategy 4(always use a kernel density estimate) appears
to be superior. With a bi-modsl LTD distribution it can be seen from
figure 3b that strategy 1(always fit a lognormal distribution) leads
to approximately 3X larger costs.

(c) When the true LTD distribution is a lognormal distribution, strategy 1
is obviously the best. Strategy 3(fit a gamma distribution) and
strategy 4 are comparable and slightly less preferable than strategy
1. However, strategy 2(fit an SD distribution) clearly illustrates
that choosing a wrong distribution type for the fit of the LTD
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distribution may lead to a dramatic effect on the cost paremeter:
figure 3c illustrates that for service levels of 95X a 30x higher cost
can be expected when in this case the LTD distribution is represented
by an SD distribution.

(d) Analogously, figure 3d (case d) shows that fitting an SD distribution
when the true LTD distribution is of the same type, is clearly
preferable, while in this case stategies 1 and 3 are bad choices
(approximately 5X cost difference) and strategy 4 is acceptable.

Table 1. Mean values of MRB per strategy and per case (multiplied by 100)

for servtce Zevels betmeen 90 and 957..

Strategy

Case 1 2 3 4
a 8.5 10.8 10.8 6.2
b 8.9 5.0 5.9 3.7
c 3.8 30.9 7.9 8.6
d 8.1 3.5 8.6 4.7

Especially, for high service levels the cost can be substantially higher
when a wrong distribution type has been chosen. Since, in practice, the
true distribution of the LTD ia difficult to identify for amall semplea,
we recommend the use of a kernel density eatimate when empirical data is
available. Table 1 provides numerical information on the high service
level values for the MRB: all obtained values between 90 and 95X are
averaged per strategy and per case, and are presented in table 1.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Extensive Monte Carlo experiments have demonstrated that the kernel
density estimation approach has considerable advantages above parametric
density estimation in an (s,Q) inventory model with a cost criterion. In
applying this approach we have established empirically that using a local
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band width is crucial in order to adequately deacribe certain pecularities
in the LTD distribution, especislly when they are located in the right
tail.
We are planning future research on the following iasues:
(1) A theoretical study of the kernel density estimate in inventory

modelling which should lead to recommendations for the precise
execution of the kernel method. Ideally, there should be formulas
which define the kernel density estimate depending on characteristics
like sample size, local and alobal variar.inn, atr.

(2) The same kernel density approach could be applied to an (s,Q)
inventory model with a service level constraint as well other types of
inventory models.

APPENDIX A: SOME IMPORTANT DETAILS OF THE MONTE CARLO PROCEDiJRE

The general Monte Carlo procedure is described. Simulation results
are obtained for a number of service levels controlled by the parameter p
while keeping the other model parameters fixed, i.e. k-50, L-1, h-0.2,
c-0, M-u~L, where u denotes the expected value of the LTD. The respective
values of ~ used are chosen between certain bounds ~el and g2 which

correspond with service levels (SL1 and SL2, respectively) between about

80 and 95x. Table 2 summarizes the corresponding values of the parameter
ratio ~~h for each case.

Table 2. Lomer and upper bound for the parameter ratto p~h used in the

Monte Carlo ezperiments.

Case pl~h SL1 g2~h SL2

a 4.88 0.810 14.12 0.951
b 2.06 0.~96 9.80 0.964
c 4.32 0.791 19.95 0.948
d 4.1i o.805 7.70 0-959
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As we are simulating, the true distribution of the LTD is known
(either a combination of two large samples from different normal
distributions, or a lognormal distribution with known parameters, or an SD
distribution with known parameters). Using the true distribution, the true
optimal parameters s and Q and corresponding E(AC) are determined. Now 200
samples of sample size 50 (or 30) are generated from the true
distribution. For each sample a lognormal, an SD, and a gamma distribution
is fitted according to procedures further described in appendix B. As
deSC~riharl haFnro ~.,c o.~ c`~:`~::1,. I-i~ -----. .- -.-.- .., ~ , , ..~. ~~oliiai.c i,uC icerneï àensity
estimate. For hi ( i-3,...,n-2) we have chosen 2 times the standard

deviation of 5 adjacent observations X(~), j-í-2,...,i.2, and h1-h2-h3,

hn-hn-1-hn-2, with a minimum of sd~4 (where sd is the standard deviation
of the entire sample). It turns out that when using a variable window
width, it is advisable to use evaluation pointa for ( ~) which depend on
the local variation also. Thus, a small local variation corresponds with
many evaluation points in a small interval. This makea i t possible to
adequately describe certain important distribution characteristica, such
as multimodality, while the lower bound for hi ensures that accidental
minor variations in the LTD are removed. The following evaluation points
are used: X(i), i-1,...,n ( the ordered sample values), five equidistant

points between each pair of successive sample values ( X(i)'X(itl )')
i-1,...,n-1, and in the intervals ( Low,X(1)) and (X(n),Up), where Low and
Up are defined by X(1)-3h1 and X(n)t3hn, respectively. For K we used the
normal density. In order to shorten the CPU-time, however, we only
evaluated these densities for evaluation points x which satisfy -5((x-
X(i))~hi~5.

-

INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE

As can be seen from figure 4, the evaluation points (indicated by little
dots) are close together when the order statistics are close. The kernel
corresponding with observation X(2) is shown. It is a normal distribution

with standard deviation h2.
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APPENDIX B: DETAILS ABOUT PARAMETER ESTIMATION PROCEDURES

In this appendix we discuss the parameter estimation procedure of the
SD, the lognormal and the gamma distribution. Schmeiser and Deutsch (1977)
have demonstrated that the method of moments for parameter estimation is a
complicated numerical procedure. It consists of several parts, the first
part being the determination of starting values for the parameters X3 and

a4 using specific graphs, the aecond part being the improvement of the

estimates of those two parameters by solving a least squares problem: The
parameters ~3 and X4 of the SD distribution are estimated by minimizíng

the sum of squared differences of the theoretical and empirical third and
fourth moments (NAG-procedure E04KAF is used for this non-linear
optimization problem); the parameters al and ~Z follow then from the first

two sample moments (see Schmeiser and Deutsch (1977)). The simulation
results presented in this paper are obtained by using the above
improvement procedure. However, omitting the second part of the estimation
procedure does not have serious consequences with respect to the cost
function of our inventory model (we found cost differences of lx at most).
Thus we agree with the procedure suggested by Kottas and Lau (1979b,1980)
who neglect the second part of the procedure.

The parameters of the other two distributions are estimated using the
maximum likelihood method (see Aitchison and Brown (1963). PP. 39 anà 49
for the lognormal distribution and Shenton and Bowman (197~), p. 150 for
the gamma distribution). A comparison between using maximum likelihood
estimates and moment estimates of the parameters with respect to expected
annual cost, E(AC), reveals that the maximum likelihood method leads to
better estimates of E(AC), in general. We evaluated this in the following
way. Let the LTD distribution be a gamma (or a lognormal) distribution.
For N service levels between 80 and 95x 100 samples are generated. The
following notation is used:
n

EMo,i,k(AC): Estimated E(AC), based on sample i , service level k and the

method of moments as the estimation procedure.
nF~
ML,i,k(AC): Estimated E(AC), based on sample i, service level k and the

maximum likelihood method as the estimation procedure.
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Ek(AC) : The expected annual cost corresponding with the true LTD

distribution for service level k.
Table 3 contains the values of the following variable for various
distributions:

ïkNl{Fi00 ~o'i,k(AC) - Ei00 ~L,i,k(AC)} ~ Ek(AC).
(B1)

From this table it is clear that the method of moments should not be used
in general for the fit of a lognormal distribution.

Table 3. Dtfference bet~een using the method of moments versus the mazimum

Zikelihood method ~hen esttmating the parameters. The values

ustng (BZ) are presented. The ~igures are based on ZOON

simulations for servtce Zevels betmeen 80 and 967..

lognormal distr. with a-10 gamma distr. with a-3000
and b-0.5 (N-18) 0.62X and p-3 (N-15) 0.16X

b-o.8 (N-21) 1.85X p-5 (N-14) 0.11X
b-1.2 (N-23) 6.06X p-8 (N-16) o.05X
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LEGENDS TO FZGURES

FIGURE 1.
Graphical illustration of the iterative procedure to determine the
optimal reorder point s and replenishmeqt quantity Q.

FIGURE 2.
Shape of theoretical distributions (a) and (b). (a) is obtained by

joining together 3000 normal observations from N(10000,20002) and

2000 from N(20000,90002); (b) is obtained by combining 2500 random

values from N(10000,20002) and 2500 from N(20000,50002).

FIGURE 3.
Mean relative bias in estimating E(AC) versus service level. The LTD
distribution is approximated by a fitted lognormal distribution (
-- ), a fitted Schmeiser-Deutsch distribution ( ), a
fitted gamma distribution ( - ) or a kernel density
estimate (----------).

FIGURE 3a.
The true LTD distribution is the distribution of case (a).

FIGURE 3b.
The true LTD distribution is the distribution of case (b).

FIGURE 3c.
The true LTD distribution is the distribution of case (c).

FIGURE 3d.
The true LTD distribution is the distribution of case (d).

FIGURE 4.
Illustration of computational details for the establishment of the
kernel density estimator.
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Combined sample: 3000 N(10000,2000); 2000 N(20000,9000).
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Figure ~~
Combined sarnple: 2500 N(10000,2000); 2500 N(20000,5000).
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FIGURE 4.
Illustration of computational details for the establishment of the
kernel density estimator.
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